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相对论定域性与量子非定域性

L

对一个粒子的测量

会瞬间改变另一个粒子的状态

测量时间: ∆t

类空间隔：L > c∆t
对一个粒子的测量

不会对另一个粒子产生影响

量子纠缠

量子非定域性

相对论定域性

粒子A 粒子B
纠缠粒子对
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EPR & Bohm

Perfect correlation!

Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen, Phys. Rev. 47, 777 (1935)

Nathan RosenBoris PodolskyDavid Bohm

ã Perfect Correlation (Quantum Prediction)

ã Locality

ã Reality

ã Completeness 

Plausible Propositions of EPR

“遥远地点之间的诡异互动”——爱因斯坦
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(i) Perfect correlation. If the spins of particle A and B are 
measured along the same direction, then with certainty the 
outcomes will be found to be opposite.

(ii) Locality. “Since at the time of measurement the two systems 
no longer interact, no real change can take place in the second 
system in consequence of anything that may be done to the first 
system.”

(iii) Reality. “If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can 
predict with certainty (i.e., with probability equal to unity) the 
value of a physical quantity, then there exists an element of 
physical reality corresponding to this physical quantity.”

(iv) Completeness. “Every element of the physical reality must 
have a counterpart in the physical theory.”

EPR
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Bell不等式

John Bell

On the Einstein Podolsky Rosen Paradox, Physics 1, 195 (1964)

Correlation Function

QM

LHV

Bell’s Inequality

Quantum-Mechanically Violation

The most important breakthrough…
—诺贝尔物理学奖获得者Brian Josephson
The most profound discovery in science

—著名量子物理学家Henry Stapp
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Bell不等式

E(Ai ,Bj) is the expectation value of the correlation
experiment Ai,Bj.

Quantum formalism predicts the Cirel’son inequality 
(Cirel’son, 1980)
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Bell不等式
Bell made two key assumptions:

1. Each measurement reveals an objective physical property of 
the system. This means that the particle had some value of 
this property before the measurement was made, just as in 
classical physics. This value may be unknown to us (just as it 
is in statistical mechanics), but it is certainly there. 

2. A measurement made by Alice has no effect on a 
measurement made by Bob and vice versa. This comes from 
the theory of relativity, which requires that any signal has to 
propagate at the (finite) speed of light.
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Bell不等式

The outcome of each experiment is ±1, which leads 
to two cases:

• B1 = B2. In this case B1 −B2 = 0 and B1+B2 = ±2, so 
A1(B1 +B2)+A2(B1 − B2) = ±2A1 = ±2.

• B1 = −B2. In this case B1+B2 = 0 and B1−B2 = ±2, 
so A1(B1+B2)+A2(B1− B2) = ±2A2 = ±2.
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Bell不等式

In either case, A1B1+A1B2+A2B1−A2B2 = ±2. We 
therefore obtain the following Bell’s inequality:
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纯态和Bell不等式

引入幺正变换和辅助量子态

00 11

( 00 11 ) ( ) 11

AB

AB

a b

a b a

ψ

ψ

= +

= + + −
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纯态和Bell不等式

Therefore, if we tailor the unitary transformation so that a = 
bα, then if Alice measures her ancillary qubit in the state 
|0>, the state that she shares with Bob is maximally 
entangled.

When Alice applies the unitary operation locally to her qubits, 
we obtain

So what we have shown is that by a local unitary transformation 
followed by a measurement, Alice can convert any nonmaximally 
entangled pure state into a maximally entangled pure state (with 
some nonzero probability).
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混合态和Bell不等式

where 0 ≤ F ≤ 1. When F = 1/2, we can write it as

Mixed states may not violate Bell’s inequalities

The Werner states are defined as mixtures of Bell states, 
where the degree of mixing is determined by a 
parameter F (which really stands for “fidelity”):
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混合态和Bell不等式

is equivalent to

Mixed states may not violate Bell’s inequalities

The Werner states for F=1/2 is separable.

An equal mixture of any two maximally entangled states 
is a separable state.

The Werner states are entangled for F > ½;
The Werner states violates Bell’s inequalities when F > 
0.78;
The Werner states does not violate any Bell’s inequalities 
when F 5/8=0.625 when the correlations result from 
projective measurements.
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Nonlocal games

Here, the referee chooses a pair of questions (r; s) 
(according to some prespecied distribution), sends r to Alice 
and s to Bob, and Alice and Bob answer with a and b, 
respectively. The referee evaluates some predicate on (r; s; 
a; b) to determine if they win or lose.
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The GHZ game

They win if                                                     and lose otherwise.
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The winning conditions can be expressed
by the four equations

GHZ game

Adding the four equations modulo 2 gives 0 = 1, a 
contradiction. This means it is not possible for a 
deterministic strategy to win every time, so the 
probability of winning can be at most 3/4
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Suppose that the three players share the 
entangled state

GHZ game

Each player will use the same strategy:
1. If the question is q = 1, then the player performs 

a Hadamard transform on their qubit of the above 
state. (If q = 0, the player does not perform a 
Hadamard transform.)

2. The player measures their qubit in the standard 
basis and returns the answer to the referee.
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There are two cases:
Case 1: r s t = 000. In this case the players all just measure their 
qubit, and it is obvious that the
results satisfy a⊕b⊕c = 0 as required.
Case 2: r s t ∈{011; 101; 110}. All three possibilities will work the 
same way by symmetry, so let us assume r s t = 011. Notice that

GHZ game

When they measure, the results satisfy a⊕b⊕c=1 as required. We have 
therefore shown that there is a quantum strategy that wins every time.
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The CHSH game

They win if                               and lose otherwise.

The referee chooses questions r s ∈{00; 01; 10; 11} uniformly, 
and Alice and Bob must each answer a single bit: a for Alice, b 
for Bob.

By similar reasoning to the GHZ game, the maximum probability 
with which a classical strategy can win is ¾.

Andreas Winter, Quantum mechanics: The usefulness of 
uselessness, Nature 466, 1053–1054 (2010)
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The CHSH game
The referee chooses questions r s ∈{00; 01; 10; 11} uniformly, and 
Alice and Bob must each answer a single bit: a for Alice, b for Bob.

If Alice receives the question 0, she will measure her qubit with 
respect to the basis

and if she receives the question 1, she will measure her qubit with 
respect to the basis

( 00 11 ) / 2ψ = +

Define
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The CHSH game
The referee chooses questions r s ∈{00; 01; 10; 11} uniformly, and 
Alice and Bob must each answer a single bit: a for Alice, b for Bob.

Bob uses a similar strategy, except that he measures with respect 
to the basis: If Bob receives the question 0, he will measure her 
qubit with respect to the basis

and if he receives the question 1, he will measure his qubit with 
respect to the basis

( 00 11 ) / 2ψ = +

Define
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The CHSH game
Then Alice's and Bob's observables are

How well does the strategy?
Consider:

This is the probability that Alice and Bob win minus the 
probability they lose.
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The CHSH game
From

Thus Alice and Bob will answer correctly with probability 
cos2(π/8)≈0.85, which is better than an optimal classical strategy 
that wins with probability ¾.
Is it possible to do better?
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Tsirelson’s bound
For any choice of observables A0, A1, B0 and B1 with eigenvalues in 
[-1,1] and any state,

Using the fact that

where
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Tsirelson’s bound

By making use of

One has
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Credit: Lucy Reading-Ikkanda

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/researchers-use-quantum-telepathy-to-win-an-impossible-game/

Mermin-Peres magic square game

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/researchers-use-quantum-telepathy-to-win-an-impossible-game/
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Experimental demonstration of  Mermin-Peres magic square game
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Jia-Min Xu*, Yi-Zheng Zhen*, Yu-Xiang Yang, Zi-Mo Cheng, Zhi-
Cheng Ren, Kai Chen#, Xi-Lin Wang#, and Hui-Tian Wang#,  Phys. 
Rev. Lett 129,050402 (2022).

Preparation of hyperentangled photon pairs 
 (polarization vs. OAM)

Experimental demonstration of  Mermin-Peres magic square game
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Results: Classical VS Quantum

average winning  probability:

1075930   rounds

1009610   Win！

All query pair is won with a probability higher than 8/9.
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https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/researchers-use-quantum-telepathy-to-win-an-impossible-game/

https://www.science.org/content/article/reality-doesn-t-exist-until-you-measure-it-quantum-parlor-trick-confirms

Cabello says the work shows a new wrinkle in what quantum rules make 
possible by mobilizing two sources of quantum advantage at the same 
time: one linked to nonlocality and the other linked to contextuality. 
Investigating the two effects simultaneously

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/researchers-use-quantum-telepathy-to-win-an-impossible-game/
https://www.science.org/content/article/reality-doesn-t-exist-until-you-measure-it-quantum-parlor-trick-confirms
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Bell不等式检验

A. Aspect et al., Experimental Realization 
of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm 
Gedankenexperiment: A New Violation of 
Bell's Inequalities, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 
91 (1982).
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Bell不等式检验

A. Aspect et al., Experimental Realization 
of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm 
Gedankenexperiment: A New Violation of 
Bell's Inequalities, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 
91 (1982).

A typical CHSH experiment

John Bell (1928-1990)

Alain Aspect
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Bell不等式检验

Shimony：

Most of the dozens of experiments performed so far have favored 
Quantum Mechanics, but not decisively because of the 'detection 
loopholes' or the 'communication loophole.' The latter has been 
nearly decisively blocked by a recent experiment and there is a good 
prospect for blocking the former.

2004 Stanford Encyclopedia overview article
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An n-qubit state can be written as

The set of real coefficients forms a correlation tensor Tρ

In particular, for the two-qubit system the 3x3-dimensional 
tensor is given by

Bell不等式检验: two-qubit
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An 2-qubit state can be written as

One has

Bell不等式检验: two-qubit

Here u and ũ are the two largest eigenvalues of  TT
ρ T ρ

Horodecki, R.; Horodecki, P.; Horodecki, M. 
Violating Bell inequality by mixed spin-1/2 states: necessary and sufficient condition, 
Physics Letters A, Volume 200, Issue 5, May 1995, Pages 340-344
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Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt 不等式
Clauser et al., 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 23, 880 (1969)

The CHSH Inequality 

Mathematics

Quantum-Mechanically Violation

Without perfect correlation!

All entangled pure states violate the CHSH inequality!

N. Gisin, Phys. Lett. A 154, 201 (1991) 
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Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger

Greenberger et al., 
Am. J. Phys. 58, 1131 (1990)

GHZ 态

LHV

D. Greenberger, M. Horne, and A. Zeilinger in 
front of the GHZ experimental design at 

Anton Zeilinger’s lab in Vienna.
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Bell’s theorem without inequalities

But these relations are not mutually consistent!
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2222211211 −=−++ EEEE

One verifies that the CHSH inequality is violated!
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纯态的一般结果

Gisin’s theorem: every pure 
bipartite entangled state in 
two dimensions violates the 
CHSH inequality.

N. Gisin, Phys. Lett. A 154, 201 (1991); 

N. Gisin and A. Peres, Phys. Lett. A 162, 15 
(1992).
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纯态的一般结果

Popescu and Rohrlich showed that any n-partite pure 
entangled state can always be projected onto a two-
partite pure entangled state by projecting n−2 parties 
onto appropriate local pure states.

Kai Chen, Sergio Albeverio, and Shao-Ming Fei, Phys. Rev. A 74, 050101 (2006)

Sixia Yu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 120402 (2012)

Open problem:  Whether the Gisin theorem can be generalized 
without postselection for an arbitrary n-partite pure entangled state?

Popescu, S., and D. Rohrlich, 1992, Phys. Lett. A 166, 293
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Multi-partite Bell inequalities
Mermin-Ardehali-Belinskii-Klyshko [MABK] type (1990 ~1993)

Werner, Wolf, Zukowski, Brukner [WWZB] (2001)
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Multi-partite Bell inequalities
The WWZB inequalities are given by linear combinations of 
the correlation expectation values

Correlation function

There are        different functions S(s), and correspondingly  
inequalities.

22
n

22
n

R. F. Werner and M. M. Wolf, Phys. Rev. A 64, 032112 (2001).

M. Zukowski and C. Brukner, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 210401 (2002).
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Multi-partite Bell inequalities
In particular putting

one recovers the Mermin-type inequalities, and for n=2 the 
CHSH inequality follows.

Fortunately, the set of linear inequalities is equivalent to a 
single nonlinear inequality

which characterizes the structure of the accessible classical region for 
the correlation function for n-partite systems, a hyperoctahedron in 2n

dimensions, as the unit sphere of the Banach space
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特殊多粒子态
The generalized GHZ states

with  

When

these states are proved to satisfy all the standard inequalities. 
This is rather surprising as they are a generalization of the GHZ 
states which maximally violate the MABK inequalities.
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Bell Inequalities for 3 qubits
3-qubit Zukowski-Brukner inequality

2)()()()( 222112121211 ≤−++ CBAQCBAQCBAQCBAQ

3-qubit Bell inequality developed by Chen-Wu-Kwek-Oh

where                 are three-particle correlation functions defined 
as                                  after many runs of experiments.
Similar definition for two-particle correlation functions 

avgkjikji CBACBAQ =)(
)( kji CBAQ

avgjiji BABAQ =)(
avgkiki CACAQ =)(

avgkjkj CBCBQ =)(
J. L. Chen, C. F. Wu, L. C. Kwek, and C. H. Oh, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 140407 (2004)
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Bell Inequalities for 3 qubits

J. L. Chen, C. F. Wu, L. C. Kwek, and C. H. Oh, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 140407 (2004)

All pure 2-entangled states of a 
three-qubit system violate a 
Bell inequality for probabilities.

Numerical evidence!
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New Bell Inequalities for N qubits

Kai Chen, Sergio Albeverio, and Shao-Ming Fei, Phys. Rev. A  74, 050101(R) (2006)

They recover the standard Bell inequalities as a special case;

They provide an exponentially increasing violation for GHZ states

They essentially involve only two measurement settings per observer

They yield violation for the generalized GHZ states in the whole region of  for 
any number of qubits
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Multipartite Bound Entangled States that 
Violate Bell’s Inequality

W. Dür, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 230402 (2001)

Fact: (i) the states are bound entangled, i.e., nonseparable and 
nondistillable if the number of parties N≥ 4; (ii) the states violate the 
Mermin-Klyshko inequality if the number of parties N ≥8 and thus cannot 
be described by a LHV model.

This implies that (i) violation of Bell’s inequality is not a sufficient 
condition for distillability and (ii) some bound entangled states 
cannot be described by a local hidden variable model.

Denoted by Pk a projector on the state
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Bipartite Bound Entangled States that 
Violate Bell’s Inequality

Vértesi, T. & Brunner, N. Disproving the Peres conjecture by showing Bell 
nonlocality from bound entanglement. Nat. Commun. 5:5297
doi: 10.1038/ncomms6297 (2014).
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Quadratic Bell Inequalities as Tests for 
Multipartite Entanglement

Jos Uffink, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 230406 (2002)

Denote the spin observables on particle j, j=1, . . . , n, as Aj, A’j . Further, Sn
stands for the set of all n-particle states, and Sn

n-1 for its subset of those states 
which are at most n-1-partite entangled.

Consider an n-particle state of the form

For arbitrary quantum states
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Tight Multipartite Bell’s Inequalities 
Involving Many Measurement Settings

W. Laskowski et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 200401 (2004)

Let Ai with i ∈{1; 2; 3; 4} stand for the predetermined local realistic 
values for the first observer under the local setting Bj with j∈{1; 2; 3; 4} 
for similar values for the second observer, and Ck with k ∈{1; 2; 3; 4} 
for the values for the third observer (for the given run of the 
experiment). We assume that Ai, Bj, and Ck can take values 1 or -1.

4 x 4 x 2 inequalities 

其推广的Bell不等式的一般构造可以被Generalized GHZ states破环！
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Bell-Klyshko Inequalities to Characterize Maximally 
Entangled States of n Qubits

Ze-Qian Chen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 110403 (2004)

Bell-Klyshko Inequalities 

QM gives
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Bell Inequalities for Hyperentangled States

A. Cabello, Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 140406 (2006)

Hyperentanglement has been demonstrated in recent experiments with two 
photons entangled in 2 degrees of freedom (polarization and path) and in 3 
degrees of freedom (polarization, path, and time-energy)
Consider two particles 1 and 2 prepared in the state

For any EPR-type local realistic
theory 
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Bell Inequalities for Multipartite 
Arbitrary Dimensional Systems

W. Son, Jinhyoung Lee, and M. S. Kim, Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 060406 (2006)

Consider three observers and allow each to independently choose 
one of two variables. The variables are denoted by Aj and Bj for the 
jth observer. Each variable takes, as its value, an element in the set  
S ={1,ω, ω2, …, ωd-1} where the elements of S are the dth roots of 
unity over the complex field.
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Asymptotic Violation of Bell Inequalities 
and Distillability

L. Masanes, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
97, 050503 (2006)

Stochastic local operations 
without communication (SLO)

The second equivalence is only proved for the case K =M =2. 
Consider N separated parties, denoted by n 1; . . . ; N, each having a physical system which can be 
measured with one among M observables with K outcomes each.
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https://phys.org/news/2018-05-big-bell-testglobal-physics-einstein.html

https://phys.org/news/2018-05-big-bell-testglobal-physics-einstein.html
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https://phys.org/news/
2018-05-big-bell-testglobal-physics-
einstein.html

The BIG Bell Test Initiative, 
November 30th 2016. Credit: ICFO

The setup of the experiment. 
Credit: Jian-Wei Pan's Group

https://phys.org/news/
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Challenging local realism with human choices
•The BIG Bell Test Collaboration
Nature volume 557, pages 212–216 (2018)
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无漏洞Bell 不等式检验

1.B. Hensen et al., “Loophole-free Bell Inequality Violation Using Electron Spins 
Separated by 1.3 Kilometres,” Nature 526, 682 (2015).
2.M. Giustina et al., “Significant-Loophole-Free Test of Bell's Theorem with 
Entangled Photons,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 250401 (2015).
3.L. K. Shalm et al., “Strong Loophole-Free Test of Local Realism,” Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 115, 250402 (2015).

Loophole-free Bell test – 2015
In 1935, Einstein asked a profound question about our understanding of Nature: are objects 
only influenced by their nearby environment? Or could, as predicted by quantum theory, 
looking at one object sometimes instantaneously affect another far-away object? We tried 
to answer that question, by performing a loophole-free Bell test.
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无漏洞Bell 不等式检验
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Bell 不等式的更多内涵

Quantum Communication Complexity
Classifying N-Qubit Entanglement
Maximal Violation of Bell Inequalities for Mixed 
States
Error Correcting Bell Inequalities
Stronger Quantum Correlations with Loophole-Free 
Postselection
Violation of Bell’s Inequality beyond Tsirelson’s 
Bound
Bell’s Inequalities in quantum network scenarios
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Bell Inequalities的推广

Bell inequalities for M qubits (M>3)

Bell inequalities for M qudits (M>3)

M-qudit: M particles in d-dimensional 
Hilbert space

M particles, arbitrary dimension, 
multiple settings, multiple outcomes
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Bohr-Einstein debates
Einstein:

I can't believe God plays
dice with the universe.

Bohr:
Albert, stop telling God

what to do.
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A bit of history

Entanglement Theory

Bell inequalities

From Scarani
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